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AIR PERMEABILITY AS A TEXTURAL INDICATOR OF SNOW 

By H. CONWAY and]. ABRAHAMSON 

(Department of Chemica l and Process Engineering, University of Canterbury, Private Bag, Christchureh , New Zealand ) 

A BSTRACT . T wo air-permeability devices were developed and mea
surements were made to stud y the rela ti onship between air perm ea bility 
a nd structure of ~ifferc lll snow lypes. Permea bilili es varied bo th with 
position and direction in th e snow-pack, and changed with tim e as meta
mo rphic changes occ urred . A marked increase of a ir permeability was noted 
as face ted crystals grew du e la radiation rec rys talliza tion. In oth er obser
va ti ons, as a snow-pac k densiflcd and crystals became more rounded (des
tru ctive metamorphism) the air permeability dec rea'sed. Measurements 
were made of air perm eability of snows that had been subjec ted to a 
creeping tensil e strain, and initi al tests ind icated that the changes in air 
perm eabilit y due to strain , eve n to rupture, were significant, but small 
compared with th e intrinsic variability of snow . 

R ESUME. Pemliabililt a l'air et texture de la neige. Deux permeamclres ont he 
co n<; us et rea lises pour e LUdier la tex ture de la neige. Dans un mantcau 
neigeux la perm ea bilit e va ri c d' un point it r autre mais elle est egalemcnt 
anisotrope et peut evolu er au CO Ul'S du temps. U ne augmentation sensibl e 
de la permeabi lite .:\ I'a ir est obse rvee lo rs du develo ppement de c ris taux 
a utomorphes (metamo rphose constructi ve); par contre lorsque la couche de 
neige se compactc e lit:s l'ristaux s'arrondissc nt (metamorphose destruc ti ve) 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

Gubler (1978) suggests that the tensile strength 
of snow is a function of snow texture rather than 
simply a function of density. Most descriptions of 
snow texture have been based on the analysis of thin 
sections (Good, [1975J; Kry, 1975; Narita, 1980) where 
parameters such as the type of grain, the area of 
bonds, the number of bonds per grain, and how these 
bonds link several grains together, were studied. 

Both Shimizu (1970) and Martinelli (1971) suggest 
that air permeability may also give an indication of 
snow texture. Field evidence by Martinelli (1971) 
shows that correlation with air permeability explains 
some of the scatter in the tensile strength/density 
relationship for snow. His data suggest that at any 
given density there is a certain texture or perme
ability of snow for which the tensile strength is a 
maximum. 

Observations by Narita (1980) on samples that had 
been subjected to uniaxial tension show the formation 
of small cracks across the sample, perpendicular to 
the direction of deformation, when the strain-rate 
was not too small (greater than about 10-5 s-1, de
pending on the snow temperature and density). Narita 
also observed that bonds were preferentially cut 
rather than elongated, although at the lowest strain
rates (10-ii s-I), the tensile deformation was thought 
to be associated with rearrangement of grains rather 
than crack formation. 

Our measurements in this study were made to evalu
ate the usefulness of air permeability in character
izing snow texture. More specifically, our measure
ments of air permeability were: 
1. on snow of various densities, grain type, and size; 
2. on snow of similar age, density, and type so we 

could evaluate the intrinsic variability and in
dependence of permeability from these measures, in 
a given snol+-pack; 

3. on snow where metamorphic change was apparent; 
4. on snow that had been subjected to a creeping ten

sile strain, to determine whether cracks or bond 
elongation as observed by Narita (1980) could be 
detected with the technique. 
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la permeabilit e decroit. Sur d es eehantillons soumis a une trac tion, le Auage 
(jusqu '<i la rupture) entraine une modifi cation signifieative de la perme
abilite cl I'a ir. ~1ais cette modifi cation est faible comparee aux variations 
intrinscqu es de perm eabilite de la neige. 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. Luf ldurchliissigkeit als ein Texlur-Indikalor von Sehnee. Es 
wurden zwei Vorrichtungen zur Feststellung der Luftdurehlassigkeiten ent
wiekelt und zum Stadium d er Schneetextur benutzt. Die Durchlassigkeiten 
variienen sowohl mit der Lage wie mit der Ausrichtung in d er Schneedecke 
und a nden en sich zeitlich mit metamorphischen Vorgangen. Eine be
triichtliehe Zunahme der Durehlassigkeit trat ein, als fa cettiene Kristalle 
infolge von R ekristallisation dureh Strahlung wuehsen. Bei anderen Beo
bachtungen nahm die Durchliissig keit a b, wenn sich die Sehneed ecke ver
dichte te und die Kristalle gerund et wurden (d estrukti ve Metamorphose). 
Die Luftdurchl assigkeit von Sehnce, d er einer kriechenden Zugspannung 
unterworfen wurde, wurde gemessen; Anfangsversuche zeigten , dass die 
And erungen d er Luftdurchlassig keit infolge von Belastung, sogar bis zum 
Brueh , bed eutend sind , jedoeh klein im Vergleieh zur inneren Veran
derlichkeit d es Schnees. 

The first portable air-permeability device used in 
these experiments relied on an air supply from a tank 
that was pressurized just before the test . Later we 
developed another smaller device with a hand-operated 
fan to provide an air flow. 

THE AIR PERMEOMETERS 

1. The tank permeometer 
A schematic drawing of this device is shown in 

Figure 1. The four litre tank, which was pressurized 
to about 350 kPa with a hand pump, was connected to a 
pressure gauge and a rapidly activated on/off valve. 
We could remove the sampling head from the device to 
sample a 0.312 1 sample of snow. The head has a 1.1 mm 
diameter orifice at the base through which flowed air 
from the pressurized tank. The flow-rate was a func
tion of gas temperature, tank pressure, and atmospher
ic pressure (i.e. corrected for altitude), (Conway 
and Abrahamson, unpublished [aJ). A Dwyer inclined 
manometer (0-80 mm water gauge with a resolution of 
1 mm water) was connected to a tapping on the side of 
the head to enable us to measure the pressure drop 
over the sample. We made the sampling head from 
methylmethacrylate tubing to minimize heating from 
radiation (melting was observed when we used a metal 
sampler), and a rubber O-ring at the base of the 
sample guarded against edge leakage effects. Some 
glass fibre pads at the base of the head, dispersed 

6P snow 

pump 'orifice 
p 

tank valve 
Fig . 1. Schematic drawing of the tank permeometer. 
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the air flow through the sample and stopped venturi 
effects at the manometer tapping. The overall dimen
sions of the permeometer (excluding the pump) were 
500 mm x 350 mm x 300 mm and the weight was 6.2 kg. 

2. The bLower permeometer 
A sketch of this device and a photograph are 

shown in Figure 2. This more portable device (weigh
ing 1 kg), was 280 mm long and 90 mm in diameter with 
a removable handle to drive the fan. We used two 
Dwyer (0-80 mm water gauge) incl ined manometers, one 
to give us an estimate of air flow-rate (via pressure 
drop across an 8 mm diameter orifice below the fan), 
and the other to measure the pressure drop over the 
sampl e. The fan had a geari ng of 1 :40, and super
ficial air velocities of up to gO mm s-l were 
possible. The vortex induced by the fan required an 
8-bladed radial baffle system above the impellor to 
avoid vortex penetration to the pressure tapping just 
below the sample, and to disperse the air evenly 
through the sample. Again the sampler was made from 
methylmethacrylate tubing and the sample volume was 
0.363 l. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

We made most of the experiments described, on the 
upper Tasman Glacier (altitude 2100 m) in the Mt Cook 
National Park over the New Zealand 1981 and 1982 win
ters. This is a region of high snow-fall where storm 
cycles may typically deposit 0.3-1.5 m of generally 
dry snow with new-snow density in the range 40-
250 kg/m>. Wi nter snol't-pack temperatures may vary 
from -2°C to -25°C and most slopes are glacially based. 
The area is noted for considerable wind strength and 
most snow-falls are associated with wind. 

Our samples were cylindrical in shape and were 
generally taken with the axis perpendicular to the 
snow surface (Z direction) although some were taken 
with the axis parallel to the slope both up-slope 
(X direction), and across-slope (Y direction), to 
study the anisotropic natu,e of the snow. We measured 
crystal size and type with a 14x hand lens and grid, 
and used the classification system outlined by 
Sommerfeld and LaChapelle (1970) to describe the 
crystals. We also recorded density, snow temperature, 
slope profile, and angle at each site. 

Darcy's law states for low velocities (in the 
laminar flow region), the rate of flow of a fluid 
through a bed of particles is directly proportional 
to the pressure gradient causing the flow. Thus, if a 
volumetric flow-rateQ flows through a sample of 
cross-sectional area A and length L under a pressure 
difference liP between the ends, then: 

Q/A = 
BlI P 

L 

where B is a constant (fluid permeability which is de
pendent on the properties of the fluid as well as the 
pore structure of the medium). 

Some of the major experimental problems and ef
fects of changing flol't-rates and sample size are dis
cussed in a report by Conway and Abrahamson (unpub
lished [a]). That report showed that the permeability 
B did not change significantly with increasing flow
rates within the range of flow-rates used (velocities 
of 50-100 mm/s), although the permeabilities measured 
were probably influenced by some turbulence within 
the snow pores, and could be up to 16% high compared 
with those for flol't-rates expected in the strictly 
laminar regime (using the Ergun correlation - see 
Bird and others, 1960, p. 196-200). Conwayand 
Abrahamson recorded about 27% reduction in permeabil
ity when using a smaller sample area (sample diameter 
reduced from 90 mm to 53.3 mm), and they attributed 
most of the change to the higher range of velocities 
used with subsequent increased turbulent flow. They 

--- ---
Fig. 2. A sketch and photograph of the bLower air 

permeometer. 

also included a calculation comparing the 53.3 mm 
diameter sample with the 90 mm diameter sample to 
determine the effect of wall leakage of air and 
concluded that this effect was small. 

RESUL TS OF TESTS 

1. Air permeabiLity-density reLationship of snow 
The distribution of air permeability of snow of 

various types is given as a function of density in 
Figure 3, together with data from Shimizu (1970). 
We note a general agreement with Shimizu's measure
ments. As observed by Shimizu (1970) and Martinell i 
(1971), no unique relationship between air permea
bi 1 i ty and density caul d be found . 
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Fig. 3 . Air permeabiLity of snow of various types, 
oompared with density. This study: 
x ; temperature-gradient (TG) snow, + = fine
grained snow (Less than 1 mm), 0; ooarse-grained 
snow (2-5 mm). Broken Lines from Shimiau (1970): 
A ; new snow, B ; fine-grained oompaoted snow, 
C ; ooarse-grained snow. 

2. Air permeability variability of snow of similar 
age and type 

Perla (1978) suggested density variations of at 
1 east 10% in wi nd-depos i ted snow, and we recorded con
siderable variation of snow strengths (at the same 
site and time) on the slopes of the upper Tasman Gla
cier during the 1981 and 1982 winters. 

At several sites, we took samples in the X, Y, and 
Z directions and recorded direction-to-direction vari
ations of up to 20% of the mean permeability. We 
analysed the data statistically by comparing the dif
ference of the means in each direction with the pooled 
error standard deviation. The difference of permea
bility in the X and Y directions was not always signifi
cant, but the mean air permeability of snow measured 
in the Z direction was always significantly lower 
(0.01 1 evel) than those measured in the X or Y direc
tions. Care was taken to sample always within a layer 
of more than 90 mm depth, to avoid stratification. 

Repeated tests at the same site, sampling in the 
Z direction, gave standard deviations of up to 15% of 
the mean air permeability of the snow. Although some 
of this variability may be from our experimental error 
(e.g. flow-rate readings, manometer readings, sample 
disturbance), we think that much of the scatter is 
due to the intrinsic variability of the snow. 

3. Air permeabiLity ohanges with metamorphic changes 
in the snow 

We revisited several sites during times of no
precipitation and recorded the change of air permea
bility of the same layer. Some of these cases are 
summarized below. At each site at any time, we have 
1 isted the number of readings taken (n) and the stand
ard deviation (SD) together with the mean permeability 
measurement. Snow types are classified after Sommer
feld and LaChapelle (1970). 

1. Over a period of eight fine cold days (maximum 
screen air temperature = -1.4°C, minimum screen air 
temperature = -9.4°C), radiation recrystallization of 
snow just under a surface crust occurred. 

At one site (slope = 10°, west aspect), crystal 
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structure and si ze changed from 0.5-1 mm early tem
perature-gradient (TG) crystal s to 1-2 mm TG crystal s. 
Although the snow density did not alter (190 kg/m3) 
and snow temperature remained at -7.2°C, the air 
permeability increased from 28.1 x 10-5 rr/' N-1 S-l 
(SO = 3.5 X 10-5 , n = 18) to 45.7 x 10-5 rr/' N-1 s-l 
(SO = 4.0 X 10-5 , n = 16). 

At another site (slope 32°, south aspect) simil ar 
structure and size changes occurred on snow with a 
density of 174 kg/nil and temperature -10°C, and the 
air permeabil ity increased from 33.2 x 10-5 rrt+. N-1 s-l 
(SO = 4.0 X 10-5 , n = 12) to 95.4 x 10-5 rr/' N-1 s-l 
(SO = 9.3 X 10-5 , n = 8). On this same surface snow, 
we measured a decrease of the mean shear strength 
(measured with a 0.09 m2 shear frame) from 380 N/m2 
to 218 N/m2 over the same time period • 

2. Similar weather conditions during another period 
of three fine days caused some faceted crystals to 
develop under a surface crust. The air permeability 
of the snow just below the surface crust increased 
from: 8.9 x 10-5 rrt+ N-1 s-l (SO ; 0.6 X 10-5 , n ; 12) 
to 12.5 x 10-5 rrf+ N-1 s-l (SO = 1.0 X 10-5 , n = 9) 
for an initial snow density of 240 . kg/m3 and snow 
temperature of - 20°C. 

3. Over another period of five days, a new snow layer 
near the surface changed from new snow, to equitem
perature type snow, and finally to radiation-recrys
tallized snow. These trends are plotted in Figure 4 
and show decreasing permeability with destructive 
metamorphism, and increasing permeability with con
structive metamorphism. 

rimed early ET early TG 
'1 needle, ET + 
(/) stell,/ + 240 

'1z 30 I /J) cl) 

t ,/ 200 lE 
.0/ 

onE 20 \, / 160 ~ 
'0 10 //>1 
(Xl destructive'o/ constructi ve 

120 Q.. 

. ... 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 

time days 
Fig . 4. Change of air permeability of snow with meta

morphio ohanges. For about 2.5 d after the initiaL 
snow-fall of heaviLy rimed needLe and steLLar crys
taLs, the snow temperatures were between -0.5 0 C and 
_3.8°C. Equitemperature (ET) metamorphism and dens
ifioation of the snow was rapid. Some fine cold 
weather over the next five days caused recrystaL
Liaation of the surfaoe snows (TG type snow) and 
the snow temperature lowered to -6.5°C. Broken line 
is the permeabiLity ohange; soLid Line is the dens
ity ohange. 

4. Air permeability changes with tensile strain 
We investigated the possibility that the varia

bility of air permeability of snow is due to tensile 
strain causing localized cracks or crystal elonga
tion, by comparing air permeability of snow that we 
had artificially strained, with similar snow that 
had not been st ra i ned. A dev ice desc ri bep by Conway 
and Abrahamson (unpublished Cb]), strained a sample 
by pulling apart two aluminium plates which had been 
frozen onto the ends of the sampl e. The other tech
nique we used for straining a sample was to isolate 
a snow column on a slope from effects of side-shear 
and compressive hold-up with saw cuts, also isolat
ing it from effects of basal shear with a friction
less plate that we could slide under the column (see 
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(permeability 
tests 

frictionless 
plate 

Fig . 5 . One method used to strain a sampLe of snow 
on the sLope to enabLe a comparison of air per
meabiLity of strained snow with that of undisturbed 
snow. 

Fi g. 5). Th e col umn coul d be le f t t o creep fr om t he 
gravity pul l on t he snow above the pl ate, or one 
cou l d app ly an addit i onal fo rce on t he col umn by i n
se r ting some clamps on the sides of the column and 
pu lli ng these wit h a cal i brated sp ri ng ; detai l s of 
th i s are i ncl uded i n Conway and Ab rahamson , 1984 . 

Ave rage st rain-r ates between t he end pl ates i n 
t he tensi l e teste r were from 5. 9 x 10-5 S-1 to 
1. 3 x 10~ s-1 . We were not always certain of the 
actual st rai n over t he sampl e si nce we did ob-
serve some deve l opme nt and wi deni ng of cracks be
tween t he snow and the plates whi ch would suggest 
that the st ra i n within the sample wou l d be sma ll er 
tha n the stra i n measured ac ross t he end plates . In 
ot her cases, the st ra i n was measu r ed between ma r kers 
in the snow itse l f . Na r ita (1980) fou nd t hat the 
st rain at whi ch vis i bl e cracks occurred in a sampl e 
under tens i on depended on t he st r ai n- rate as well as 
the snow properties, and i n our tests, the st rai ns 
we re not suff icient to cause visib l e cracks. Howe ver, 
measurements of the air permeabi li ty of samp l es that 
had been st rained i n the tens i le teste r we re si gni f i 
cant l y hi ghe r (0 .05 conf i dence l evel) tha n air per
meab ili t i es of cl ose ly similar snow that had not been 
st rained . Fi gure 6 s hows the changes in permeabi li ty 
after strain as a fu nction of the (tensile) strain . 
Our init i al measurements appear to ind i cate an in
c rease of permeabi l ity with increased st rain, in l ine 
wi th the cracks observed by Nari ta (1980) at hig he r 
stra i ns . More measurements are requ i red to confi rm 
t hi s t rend. 

We did not measure strain over t he columns of snow 
whic h were strained in situ (as i n Fi gu re 5), but we 
di d f ind an increase of air permeabi lity when we com-
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Fig. 6 . A pLot showing t:.B , the inarease of air 
permeabiLity after strain , with strain . The average 
strain-rate and air permeabiLity of snow that had 
not been strained are shown in braakets after eaah 
point . 
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Fig . 7 . A pLot of the air permeabiLity of snow up a 
coLumn that had been strained for 2 h as shown in 
Figure 5. 

pared stra i ned samples wit h undisturbed sam pl es . One 
set of typical data is shown in Figure 7. 

5. Pe1'17/eabiHty changes with position on sLopes 
We measured large differences of permeabi l ity (up 

to 300%) down slopes in samp l es of sim il ar age, den
SHy, tempe rature , crysta l s i ze, and type . Two ex
amples .of ~e rmeab i l i ty measurements down slopes are 
shown ln Fl gure 8. We made a number of obse rv ations 

a 

b 
Fig . 8 . (a) The change of air permeabiLity of snow 

with position down the aornice waLL, 13 OCtober 
1981 . 
Top position: wind bLown, 0 . 5 mm equitemperature 
(ET) type arystaLs , density = 270 kq/m3 . T = -5 .20C; 
sLope angLe = 200; B = 5.7 X 10-5 m~ N- f s-l 
(SD = 0.5 x 10-5 , n = 18). 
MiddLe position: wind bLown 0 . 5 mm equitemperature 
(ET) type crystaLs , density = 240 kq/m3 . T = - 7.00C; 
sLope angLe = 43 0; B = 8 . 3 X 10- 5 mr. N- f s-l 
(SD = 0 .7 x 10- 5 , n = 12) . 
Lower position: wind- bLown 0.5 mm equitemperature 
(ET) type arystaLs, density = 270 kg/m3; T = - 5.5 0C; 
sLope angLe = 30 0; B = 16 . 9 x 10- 5 m4 N- 1 s - 1 
(SD = 1. 9 X 10- 5 , n = 12) . 
(b) .T~e ahange of air permeabiLity of snow with 
pos~t~on down the Nosedive , 23 June 1982 . 
Top position: 0.5 - 1 mm needLes and broken steLLar 
crystaLs, density = 150 kg/m3 ; T = - 8 . 00C; sLope 
angLe = 15 0; 8 = 11.2 X 10- 5 m4 N-1 s - 1 
(SD = 1.8 x 10- 5 , n = 12) . 
Lower position: 0. 5 - 1 mm needLes and broken steL
Lar arystaLs , density = 165 kg/m3 ; T = - 8 . 00C; 
sLope angLe = 300; B = 7 . 0 X 10-5 m4 N- 1 s - 1 
(SD = 0 . 5 X 10- 5, n = 11) . 
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at each site, and an analysis of the variation due 
to the change of site down the slopes showed the 
permeability between sites to be significantly dif
ferent. Although the measurements were made on 
slopes that often avalanche, we did not observe in
stability of any of the slopes either before or after 
the measurements. 

DISCUSSION 

Often we found it difficult to sampl ea uniform 
layer due to the wind stratification of the snow, but 
once a layer had been isolated with a spatula, a homo
geneous sample could be obtained. Care needed to be 
taken to keep the sampler aligned during sampling 
especially in the denser snows, which were more dif
ficult to penetrate. 

The fi rst (tank) air permeometer was bul ky and re
quired considerable effort to pressurize the cylinder 
with the handpump. Sometimes the orifice partly 
blocked with snow or water and gave an erroneous air
flow reading. A permeability measurement could be 
achieved with this device within about five minutes. 

The blower air permeometer was less bulky and 
easier to operate, but the gear train (ratio 1:40) 
required for a reasonable air flow-rate was delicate 
and care had to be taken in keeping snow and grit out 
of the gears. The average time for a permeability 
measurement was less than one minute. 

Scatter in our permeability-density plot was 
similar to that found by Shimizu (1970) (see Fig. 3). 
We also observed high variability of air permeability 
over small areas (less than 1 m2) and this suggests 
significant variation also of other snow properties 
over similar small areas (in particular snow strength). 
More measurements on closely similar samples are re
quired before one could show whether or not any 
quantitative relationships between air permeability 
and strength exist. 

One cause of the variations of snow-pack proper
ties could be the depositional characteristics of 
wind-blown snow. The differences between measurements 
of air permeability in samples taken in different 
directions support this concept, as does the high 
variability of permeability measured within small 
areas. Several studies have measured periodic fluc
tuations in snow transport (e.g. Dyunin, 1967; 
Kobayashi, 1979), and have suggested that these could 
cause dunes in the snow. Again, more measurements are 
required to determine whether the variation of per
meability is also periodic and related to this type 
of deposition. 

Measurements on columns of snow that had been 
strained (Fig. 7), showed not only a significant in
crease of permeability after strain, but also a much 
higher scatter. If the increase of permeability is 
closely related to crystal elongation or cracks formed 
due to strain, then the high variations of permeability 
that we measured within the strained sample would 
support the evidence of Singh and Smith (1980), who 
found non-uniform strain along samples that had been 
subjected to a tensile stress. 

The large variations of air permeability measured 
down slopes (Fig. 8), were probably caused by several 
factors. If the changes were related solely to strain, 
one might expect to observe high permeability in the 
tensile zone of a snow slab that is creeping, and 
relatively lower permeabilities in the neutral and 
compressive lones. Since the trends we observed on 
most slopes (four out of the five investigated), were 
different from this, we suspect that the depositional 
characteristics (or subsequent metamorphic changes) 
caused much of the variation. These influences made 
it difficult to gauge the importance of differential 
creep on the air permeability at different positions 
down slopes, especially as the slopes investigated 
were relatively stable (no avalanches occurred before 
or soon after testing). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Ai r permeabil ity appears to be a useful parameter 
to give an indication of snow texture, and we develop
ed a small hand-operated permeometer to make rapid 
field measurements of the ai r permeabil ity of snow. 

We found ai r permeabi 1 i ty to be strongly depend
ent on metamorphism of the snow, and an increase of 
permeability appeared to be associated with con
structive metamorphism, and a decrease of permeability 
with destructive metamorphism. We also found a small, 
but significant increase of permeability after samples 
had been subjected to tensi 1 e strain. We have in
sufficient data to know whether we could use this 
technique to identify early stages of run-away creep 
in a snow-pack, which may lead to instability. 

We suggest that a decrease of permeability over 
a period of time on similar snows is a stabilizing 
trend in the snow-pack (either due to bond formation 
and/or destructive metamorphism of the snow), and an 
increase of permeability over a period of time is a 
sign of increasing instability (either due to bond 
elongation or bond breaking due to strain and/or 
constructive metamorphism of the snow). 
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